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Labor Scarcity is Reshaping the Industrial Landscape 

Newsletter | August 2022 

Over the last 36 months, ElmTree’s acquisition activity totals over 

$5 billion, and, within these transactions, ElmTree has seen three 

main trends driving demand growth within the industrial sector.(1)  

First, growth in e-commerce sales is driving an increased need for 

modern industrial facilities that can deliver shorter delivery times. 

Second, tenants are shifting towards higher inventory levels to 

prevent future supply chain shocks. Third, tenants are reshoring 

more supply chain operations to maintain greater control over their 

operations moving forward.  

This significant growth in tenant demand for industrial real estate 

has created a shortage of the workers needed to effectively operate 

industrial facilities. As a result, ElmTree believes the following key 

trends are reshaping the industrial sector:  

• The scarcity of warehouse labor is preventing industrial tenants 

from effectively launching new operations and capitalizing on 

growing e-commerce sales. 

• Labor availability and labor costs are becoming larger 

considerations for tenants when making location decisions for 

their industrial facilities. 

• Tenants are choosing to locate more facilities in both secondary 

and tertiary markets as well as outlying submarkets of gateway 

and primary markets because smaller markets often offer higher 

labor availability and lower labor costs relative to larger markets. 

• Tenants are investing more in labor analytics to adapt their 

supply chains to better manage the labor scarcity in the sector. 

• Tenant demand, and eventually investor demand, for industrial 

assets will increase significantly in new markets within the U.S. 

Looking forward, ElmTree believes these trends offer a compelling 

investment opportunity for investors with a mid-to-long-term 

investment horizon, which we discuss in more detail throughout 

the rest of this research paper. 
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1) The figure represents total transaction cost, including leverage, for acquisitions closed or placed 
under contract or letter of intent by ElmTree between August 2019 and August 2022.  



Review of  Industrial Demand Fundamentals 
 
 

 

ElmTree believes the strong growth trajectory for the industrial sector will further 

compound the challenges caused by labor shortages. The key trends driving this growth 

are summarized in detail below.  

Demand Driver I: Growth in E-Commerce Sales 

As shown in the chart below, e-commerce sales grew significantly from 2010 to 2019, and 

growth accelerated in 2020 and 2021 due to the increased adoption of online ordering by 

consumers during the pandemic. Within the next 12 months, e-commerce sales growth 

should return to pre-pandemic levels (i.e., 10%-15% annual growth) as ElmTree believes 

some pandemic driven changes will likely ease. However, while the trajectory of growth is 

not as steep as experienced during the pandemic, the projected level of e-commerce sales 

growth is expected to continue to stimulate industrial demand for the foreseeable future.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Demand Driver II: Inventory Levels 

Over the last several decades, companies have decreased inventory levels as a result of 

employing “just-in-time” inventory strategies. Due to the supply shock experienced 

during the pandemic, some companies are altering their strategies to increase inventory 

levels and prevent future supply shocks (as evidenced by year-to-date 2022 data showing 

a return to growth). Looking forward, to bring inventory levels potentially above 

historical levels and to maintain more inventory domestically, ElmTree’s research team 

believes tenant demand for U.S. industrial space will likely increase substantially. 
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Review of  Industrial Demand Fundamentals (Continued) 
 
 

 

Demand Driver III: Reshoring Supply Chain Operations 

The COVID-19 pandemic caused supply chain disruptions on a global scale, and with 

many manufacturing facilities shut down due to the pandemic, some manufacturers have 

considered reshoring operations as a solution to prevent future bottlenecks. According to 

the National Institute of Standards and Technology, 70% of manufacturers are 

considering reshoring operations in the coming years, and 49% of manufacturers believe 

the benefits of onshoring outweigh the higher labor costs associated with producing 

goods in the U.S. As companies aim to produce more domestically, the manufacturing 

industrial market has seen strong improvement in fundamentals. According to CoStar, the 

vacancy rate for Class A specialized industrial space reached an all-time low as of August 

2022, and the second quarter of 2022 saw all-time high net absorption of nearly 27 

million square feet. Additionally, as recently reported by the Wall Street Journal, U.S. 

companies are expected to re-shore nearly 350,000 jobs in 2022 according to the 

Reshoring Initiative, which represents an approximately 32% year-over-year increase. The 

figure is also the highest re-shoring figure since they starting tracking the data in 2010. 

Thus, ElmTree’s research team believes fundamentals for manufacturing facilities should 

continue to strengthen as companies onshore more production operations.   
 

Industrial Demand Drives New Construction 

To capitalize on the aforementioned growth in demand in the industrial sector, 

developers have constructed a significant number of new facilities throughout the current 

cycle. For example, as shown in the chart below, net deliveries for industrial facilities have 

been near record levels over the last several years. Additionally, leasing activity has 

indicated demand continues to exceed supply as evidenced by vacancy rates falling 

throughout the cycle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The growth in the number of industrial facilities over the last several years has 

contributed to a significant shortage of labor for warehouses across the country. As new 

construction continues to deliver within the sector (CoStar is forecasting approximately 

460 million square feet of deliveries, on average, from 2022 to 2024), ElmTree believes 

the scarcity of labor within the industrial sector should become even more prevalent.  
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Growth in Warehouse Employment 
 
 

 

New Construction Drives Warehouse Employment Higher  

Similar to the expansion in industrial inventory throughout the current cycle, warehouse 

employment has also seen a sharp increase over the past several years. As shown in the 

chart below, the non-supervisory warehouse labor force in the U.S. grew by over 500,000 

positions from 2019 to 2021, which represents an increase of nearly 50%.   

 

Employment in the industrial sector should continue to grow, and tenants will need to 

hire more employees as new facilities come online. Currently, the ratio of warehouse and 

storage employees to industrial square footage in the U.S is approximately one employee 

to every 10,000 square feet of space. Industrial inventory is projected to expand by 

approximately 1.4 billion square feet from 2022 to 2024 according to CoStar. Assuming 

the ratio of employees to space remains consistent, tenants will need to hire an additional 

140,000 warehouse employees to commence operations on newly delivered facilities. This 

forecast does not account for facilities that are currently understaffed within the sector, 

which may further stress labor availability.  

Also, while many warehouse tenants have looked to automation as a solution to the 

shortage of warehouse workers, automation can take time to implement. That 

implementation period could potentially cause a user to lose market share until the 

automation is operational. Thus, while the adoption of automation within the industrial 

sector should continue to grow substantially over a mid-term horizon, ElmTree believes 

tenants will still need to increase their workforces in order to capitalize on immediate 

growth. Automation also requires oversight from warehouse employees. As a result, 

tenants are expected to continue to focus heavily on labor analytics when making location 

decisions even as they implement automation capabilities throughout their supply chain 

operations. 
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Growth in Warehouse Wages 
 
 

 

Historical Warehouse Wage Rates 

Warehouse labor has historically contributed approximately 25% of the overall costs 
associated with operating supply chains (transportation is the largest contributor to 
overall costs). However, the contribution of labor expenses to overall operating costs has 
recently seen upward pressure due to increased competition among industrial tenants for 
labor, wage inflation, and employers providing more employee benefits.(2) Data published 
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics indicates hourly wages for non-supervisory warehouse 
and storage employees have risen from $19 per hour in May 2019 to $22 per hour in May 
2022, representing an increase of 16%. This increase of $3 per hour is the second largest 
three-year increase since the BLS began tracking this metric. Since 2000, the average three 
year-increase of hourly wages for non-supervisory warehouse workers has been $0.81. 
The chart below summarizes the recent surge in hourly rates for warehouse workers in 
the U.S. from 2019 to 2022. 

 
 

Due to persistent labor shortages, ElmTree’s research team believes warehouse wage 
rates will continue to increase over the next several years as warehouse employers will 
need to increase starting wages to attract employees to staff newly delivered facilities. As 
wage growth continues, ElmTree believes industrial tenants will increase their focus on 
labor availability and labor cost disparities between markets and submarkets, which will 
reshape industrial fundamentals in certain regions of the U.S. as discussed in more detail 
in the following sections. 
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Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics 

2) Source: Prologis 
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Companies Impacted by Labor Constraints 
 
 

To further highlight the labor shortages within the industrial sector, ElmTree’s research 

team has summarized recent commentary from some of the largest tenants in the 

industrial sector below. 

Walmart 

As Walmart has expanded its supply chain operations, the company has increased its 

employee compensation to attract new workers. For example, in 2021, Walmart 

announced bonuses for employees in its approximately 200 U.S. warehouses. The 

bonuses included $1,000 for employees that didn’t skip any scheduled shifts as well as an 

increase in hourly wage rates between $1 and $5, depending on the location. According to 

Walmart, supply chain workers make an average of $20.37 per hour after this increase.   

FedEx 

In FedEx’s first quarter of 2022 earnings release, the company cited rising labor costs as a 

major headwind to the company’s operating results. According to the company, “First 

quarter operating results were negatively affected by an estimated $450 million year over 

year increase in costs due to a constrained labor market which impacted labor availability, 

resulting in network inefficiencies, higher wage rates, and increased purchased 

transportation expenses”.  

Target 

In March of this year, Target announced that it would raise its minimum wage to as high 

as $24 per hour depending on the market. The company also announced that it would be 

expanding employee healthcare programs, and those that work at least 25 hours weekly 

would be eligible to receive healthcare benefits. In 2017, Target had announced it would 

be raising minimum wages to $15 per hour, but rising competition for labor drove the 

company to increase the minimum wage rate even higher. Last September, Target also 

announced an education program, which offered its associates debt-free education at 40 

schools with tuition assistance between $5,200 to $10,000 for master’s programs.  

Raytheon 

In Raytheon’s second quarter of 2022 earnings call, the company’s CEO indicated that 

labor availability continues to be a constraint for their supply chain. Furthermore, the 

company indicated that the availability of skilled labor and labor cost inflation are creating 

challenges across multiple industries, and they are seeing it impact both their suppliers 

and their own operations.  

L3 Harris 

In L3 Harris’ second quarter of 2022 earnings call, the company’s CEO stated that labor 

availability has been more of a constraint for their supply chain operations than actually 

building facilities. Additionally, the company said tightening labor markets are continuing 

to impact the company’s performance.  
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Markets with Labor Availability & Favorable Leasing Trends  

 
 

The increased competition for warehouse labor has caused some industrial tenants to re-

evaluate their strategies for future warehouse expansion. ElmTree is seeing more tenants 

seek space outside of gateway markets that often feature tighter industrial labor markets 

due to having a greater supply of industrial space. Moreover, ElmTree’s research indicates 

many companies are expanding their operations in secondary and tertiary markets as well 

as outlying submarkets of gateway and primary markets in order to access available 

warehouse labor pools.  

In order to identify markets with available labor that will likely see an increase in tenant 

demand moving forward, an analysis of industry employment and job posting data for all 

industrial markets with industrial inventory of 25 million square feet or higher was 

performed. First, the ratio of each market’s warehouse job postings to its total warehouse 

employment was reviewed. A high ratio is likely indicative of a labor shortage in the 

market while a low ratio is indicative of having available labor to support new 

construction. Second, the ratio of warehouse job postings to industrial inventory (per 

1,000 square feet) was analyzed. Similarly, a low ratio is indicative of having the available 

warehouse labor needed to support new industrial facilities.  

Third, leasing fundamentals in each market (absorption and rental growth) were analyzed 

to eliminate markets that may have available labor but have historically and will likely 

continue to fail to attract industrial tenants due to other weak characteristics (i.e., limited 

transportation infrastructure, unfavorable demographic trends, etc.). Finally, to identify 

markets with both high relative labor availability and strong leasing fundamentals, 

ElmTree’s research team created a ranking system based on these four inputs(3). The 50 

markets that scored highest within the ranking system are summarized within the table on 

the following page.  

In terms of market classifications, a subset of both larger gateway and primary markets 

and smaller secondary and tertiary markets made the list of markets with attractive labor 

and leasing fundamentals. Given gateway and primary markets are already heavily covered 

by industrial developers and investors, ElmTree believes these markets likely offer less of 

an opportunity to generate alpha (above average capital appreciation) for long-term leased 

build-to-suit assets in those markets, particularly given assets in those markets often trade 

at much lower cap rates relative to assets in secondary and tertiary markets.  

However, ElmTree believes secondary and tertiary markets with favorable labor and 

leasing fundamentals may offer an attractive investment opportunity for industrial 

investors with a mid-to-long-term investment horizon. These markets often feature less 

competition than gateway and primary markets, and as more tenants are drawn to the 

markets to utilize their available labor, these smaller markets and outlying submarkets 

should attract more institutional capital. Thus, ElmTree’s research indicates investors may 

benefit from analyzing labor markets in more detail when making mid-to-long-term 

investment decisions in the industrial sector.  
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3) Source: CoStar & Indeed. Rental growth and absorption statistics are annual figures for 2021. Indeed data is as of August 3, 2022. 



Markets with Labor Availability & Favorable Leasing Trends (Continued) 
 
 

As discussed on the previous page, the table below summarizes markets with attractive 

labor availability ratios and strong net absorption and rental growth figures. In particular, 

ElmTree’s research team believes investors in the industrial sector should focus on the 

secondary and tertiary markets shown below. These markets may offer opportunities to 

own assets at elevated cap rates that will compress over a mid-to-long-term hold period 

as more tenants and investors are drawn to these markets over time.   
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Labor Cost Analysis  

 
 

In addition to evaluating labor availability, ElmTree’s research indicates industrial tenants 

will revise their supply chain expansion strategies to specifically target markets with low 

relative labor costs. As previously stated, warehouse labor has historically contributed 

approximately 25% of the overall costs associated with supply chain operations, and this 

percentage may increase due to competition among industrial tenants for labor, wage 

inflation, and companies providing more employee benefits. As a result, industrial 

markets that feature a lower cost of labor relative to other markets will likely be highly 

sought after by tenants moving forward. 

The map shown below summarizes an analysis of hourly wages in the warehousing and 

storage industry (inclusive of supervisory employees) that was performed for the counties 

covered by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. As of the fourth quarter of 2021, the 

weekly average national wage within the warehousing and storage industry was 

approximately $983. Assuming a 40-hour work week, the weekly wage implies a national 

average hourly wage of approximately $24.6. The green circles in the map indicate 

markets with below average labor costs (i.e., below $24.6 per hour), while the black circles 

indicate markets with above average labor costs (i.e., above $24.6 per hour). There is a 

noticeable concentration of markets with below-average labor costs in the Midwest and 

Southeast regions of the U.S. Thus, ElmTree believes industrial tenants will likely locate 

more of their new industrial developments in the Midwest and Southwest regions moving 

forward to save on labor costs.  

Additionally, when coupling the labor availability analysis summarized on the previous 

page with this analysis, ElmTree’s research team has identified the following markets as  

attractive locations for industrial tenants given they have higher labor availability and 

lower labor costs than other markets (on average): Dallas, TX; Jacksonville, FL; Jackson, 

MS; Las Vegas, NV; Birmingham AL; Phoenix, AZ; Tampa, FL; Fresno, CA; San 

Antonio, TX; McAllen, TX; Spartanburg, SC; Charlotte, NC; and Laredo, TX.  
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Labor Cost Analysis (Continued)  

 
 

Laredo, Texas: Case Study 

Due to relatively high labor availability and low labor costs, the Laredo market has seen 

significant growth in tenant demand, and, in 2021, Laredo saw record annual rental 

growth of 8.7% along with significant net absorption of 2.2 million square feet (source: 

CoStar). Additionally, large industrial users have been drawn to the market. For example, 

C.H. Robinson, one of the world’s largest logistics companies, has a significant presence 

in the market, including leasing a currently under construction 400,000 square foot build-

to-suit distribution facility. 

Looking forward, Laredo is well positioned to see further growth in demand for industrial 

space. In terms of relative labor costs, at the end of 2021, average hourly wages for 

warehouse workers were $21.2 in Laredo, which is significantly below the national 

average of $24.6. For labor availability, job posting data indicates Laredo is not 

experiencing labor constraints given their ratio of job postings for warehouse workers to 

1,000 square feet of inventory is only 0.8%, which is one of the lowest ratios in the 

country. Thus, Laredo offers an attractive combination of available labor at a below 

average cost, which, in ElmTree’s view, should attract more industrial users and investors 

to the market over a long-term horizon. 

Labor Scarcity & Growth in Outlying Submarkets 

In addition to impacting locational decisions for industrial tenants at the market level, 

ElmTree believes the increased adoption of labor analytics will likely drive performance 

disparities within submarkets. In particular, outlying submarkets of gateway and primary 

markets and rural markets with close proximity to gateway and primary markets may offer 

an attractive investment opportunity for industrial investors seeking to invest outside of 

competitive core markets and submarkets. 

To test this thesis, ElmTree’s research team performed an analysis of smaller markets 

(less than 15 million square feet of industrial inventory) with favorable labor and leasing 

fundamentals and close proximity to larger industrial markets. For example, Liberty 

County, GA is located approximately 40 miles south of Savannah, GA, one of the 

strongest U.S. industrial markets. As Savannah continues to grow its industrial footprint 

and begins to saturate its labor force, Liberty County will likely benefit from spill-over 

demand from Savannah given Liberty County has available labor at lower wage rates than 

Savannah. This spill-over demand is already showing up in statistics for Liberty County, 

as its main industrial market (Hinesville) features 0.3% vacancy and 14.8% annual rental 

growth as of July 2022 according to CoStar.  

Looking forward, ElmTree’s research indicates investors should target these types of 

smaller outlying markets that may eventually become considered “quasi-submarkets” of 

larger industrial markets. These smaller markets are expected to experience positive 

leasing trends due to the spill-over demand, and as more tenants are attracted to them, 

more institutional investors will likely invest capital in the area, potentially allowing for 

capital appreciation over a mid-to-long-term investment horizon.  
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Conclusion: Labor Analytics to Reshape Industrial Demand 
 

 
 

While labor is only one factor among the many factors that drive tenants’ supply chain 

decisions (other key factors include access to transportation infrastructure, government 

incentives, demographic trends and occupancy costs), labor is increasingly becoming a 

driving force for tenants’ location decisions. The focus on labor is a result of the 

significant demand growth within the industrial sector, which is creating a severe 

shortage of the workers needed to effectively operate industrial facilities. Developers are 

also working with tenants across the country to develop new facilities to capitalize on 

demand growth, and new deliveries are expected to reach record levels for the next 

several years. These new deliveries will likely further exacerbate labor scarcity within the 

industrial sector, and labor availability is expected to become an ever more important 

consideration within tenants’ locational decisions.  

As a result, industrial tenants are re-evaluating their supply chain strategies to identify 

the optimal markets and submarkets for their industrial facilities based on labor 

analytics. This re-evaluation by tenants creates a compelling investment opportunity for 

investors in the industrial sector, which is to target specific markets that feature lower 

relative labor costs and higher relative labor availability. These markets should see 

increased demand from tenants moving forward as tenants increase their adoption of 

sophisticated labor analytics. Additionally, there will likely be a bifurcation within the 

industrial sector by market size given the markets that meet this criteria will often be 

smaller secondary and tertiary markets and outlying submarkets of larger markets, both 

of which are less covered by large industrial developers and institutional investors in 

comparison to larger gateway markets. Thus, ElmTree’s research team believes 

investors in the industrial sector should target these smaller markets and submarkets 

with a mid-to-long-term investment horizon, which should allow their long-term 

growth trajectory and potential for capital appreciation to be realized.  

Furthermore, the coverage of these smaller markets and submarkets is still low, and 

ElmTree believes the current price points to enter these markets is attractive in many 

instances. Analyzing labor trends is often overlooked by industrial investors given the 

typical underwriting process often focuses heavily on leasing fundamentals (i.e., 

vacancy, rental growth, etc.) while failing to focus on labor trends that will likely impact 

tenants’ long-term occupancy decisions. By focusing more heavily on labor analytics 

within underwriting processes, investors may garner a competitive edge that allows 

them to price assets more efficiently and identify locations that will see the highest 

relative growth in industrial tenant demand over a long-term investment horizon. 

Moreover, as tenants are drawn to these markets, and institutional investors eventually 

follow, ElmTree’s research team believes the investors that place capital in these smaller 

markets and submarkets that are ripe for growth will likely generate alpha (above 

average capital appreciation) over a mid-to-long term hold period.  
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Disclaimer 
 

 
This newsletter  is not  an offer to sell, or a solicitation of  any offer to buy, any security. 
Any such offering may be made only by an offering memorandum that would be 
furnished to prospective investors who express an interest in an investment program of  
the type being considered, and that would describe the risks associated with an 
investment in the investment program. The information is provided to you as of  the 
dates indicated and ElmTree Funds, LLC does not intend to update the information after 
its distribution, even in the event that the information becomes materially inaccurate.  
The information contained herein is confidential and may not be reproduced in whole or 
in part nor disclosed by the recipient to any other party without our prior written consent. 
Nothing contained herein should be construed as legal, business or tax advice.   
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About ElmTree Funds 
ElmTree Funds, LLC, headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri, is a real estate private equity firm that manages capital on behalf of institutional and private in-
vestors.  ElmTree’s investment philosophy focuses on creating attractive risk-adjusted returns for its investors in the commercial real estate net lease and 
build-to-suit sectors with a focus on industrial and office properties.  Since its founding in 2011, ElmTree Funds has acquired, developed, or financed an 
extensive portfolio of commercial real estate.  ElmTree Funds targets commercial real estate investments in primary and secondary markets across the United 
States that are net-leased to investment grade tenants on a long-term basis. 


